Abstract. Separation of the femur head and acetabulum is one of main difficulties in the diseased hip joint due to deformed shapes and extreme narrowness of the joint space. To improve the segmentation accuracy is the key point of existing automatic or semi-automatic segmentation methods. In this paper, we propose a new method to improve the accuracy of the segmented acetabulum using surface fitting techniques, which essentially consists of three parts: (1) design a surface iterative process to obtain an optimization surface; (2) change the ellipsoid fitting to two-phase quadric surface fitting; (3) bring in a normal matching method and an optimization region method to capture edge points for the fitting quadric surface. Furthermore, this paper cited vivo CT data sets of 40 actual patients (with 79 hip joints). Test results for these clinical cases show that: (1) the average error of the quadric surface fitting method is 2.3 (mm); (2) the accuracy ratio of automatically recognized contours is larger than 89.4%;(3) the error ratio of section contours is less than 10% for acetabulums without severe malformation and less than 30% for acetabulums with severe malformation. Compared with similar methods, the accuracy of our method, which is applied in a software system, is significantly enhanced.
Introduction
Total hip replacement (THR) is a common orthopedic procedure in which many digitization methods are extensively used at present to improve its operation quality, e.g. finite element analysis, CAD/CAM for prosthesis, virtual surgery, computer aided surgery, etc [1] . Because 3D digitization models of hip joints, which are the enarthrosis consisting of the femur head and the acetabulum, are foundations of these digitization methods [2, 3] , close attention is paid to automatic segmentation and automatic 3D reconstruction in THR digitization techniques. As the joint space between the femur head and the acetabulum is very small, it usually becomes obscure and even disappears in CT images due to factors such as lesion, malformation, damage, image resolution and scan posture. Consequently, it is a challenging task to segment the femur head and the acetabulum from CT images with high automatic degree and accuracy.
Although there have been many algorithms to segment medical images [4] , no one can automatically segment the hip joint all alone with right acetabulum surface in every slice. The existing algorithms could be divided into the following categories: (1) pixel clustering method [5] [6] [7] [8] . Threshold segmenta-tion and region growth are usually used in the method whose main disadvantage is leakage [9] . Different from threshold and region growth methods, Cheng et al.'s method [8] employ valley emphasis and the Bayes decision rules. Though several algorithms are combined and the segmentation effect is improved, Cheng et al. ' s method is still difficult to obtain right region for hips and femurs in any slice. They avoid the disadvantage by using three methods: (i) fill holes; (ii) remove noises; (iii) pixel heuristics. Because sizes of the filling diamond and noise region have to be manually given, and because pixels of acetabulum surfaces are probably un-connected in adjacent slices, their method probably fails to obtain correct contours for hips and femurs in some slices. (2) heuristic method [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . This method extracts contours by using active contour models (ACM) slice by slice on condition that contours in the previous slice have been accurately extracted. There are several kinds of ACM: the edge-based ACM, the region-based ACM and the integrated ACM [15] . The method suffers from two disadvantages: (i) contour leakage problem [10] and (ii) errors diffusing, i.e., the accuracy of previous contours affects the accuracy of current contours. Such two disadvantages lead to low automation degree of the method; (3) prior information method [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This method estimates the shape information of hip joints in advance, which is automatically inputted to the segmentation program as the known conditions. There have been several kinds of prior knowledge: (i) the shape of femur head (or acetabulum). For example, Zoroofi et al. [16, 17] fit the femur head as an ellipsoid. However, their fitting ellipsoid is not accurate because of the high error ratio [16] . In [18] , the femur head is fitted by a sphere, which is hard to be corrected on account of the large fitting error in some slices; (ii) Atlas of hip joints [19, 20] . These atlases consist of labeled CT data sets and associated anatomical point landmarks. The task of segmentation is to transfer the atlas information to patient data. (iii) statistical model method [21] . This method has to construct a statistical model in advance and then register and deform the statistical model in new CT data.
Due to the complexity of the shape of tissues and imbalance of gray distribution in CT images, it is impossible to obtain accurate segmentation results by automatic methods without prior information [22] . Although atlases and statistical models can be regarded as prior information, by which it is difficult to achieve a segmentation method with supermatic and high-accuracy owing to shape-oriented differences of individuals and finiteness of specimen. As a result, our method uses an iterative process to obtain an optimum ellipsiod. When the ellipsiod captures edge points of the acetabulum, a normalbased optimization region selection method is used. The method can intelligentializedly avoid noise disturbances. High fitting accuracy and low noise disturbances are two main advantages of our algoritm. Main contributions of our algoritm include: (1) design an iterative process to obtain the optimum fitting surface; (2) design a two-step method to fit ellipsiods; (3) design a normal-based optimization region selection method to capture edge points.
Materials and methods

Classification of data sets
We have collected 40 sets (80 hip joints) in-vivo CT data of actual patients, while one of them has completed the THR operation. Hence, there are data-sets of 79 hip joints remaining to be studied. These data-sets were accumulated between 2011 and 2013 at Nanjing Jinling Hospital from patients suffering from complications such as pain, inflammation, and other symptoms in their hip joints. The CT data-sets have been scanned by the Siemens dual-source CT machine. The number of slices of per data
Representative samples from the four groups of hip joints. Group #1 (a~c): The acetabulum and the femoral head in the hip are well separated from each other; Group #2 (d~f): The joint space is narrow in several slices; Group #3 (g~i): The acetabalum and the femoral head are adjacent physically, the shape of the femoral head seems to be irregular; Group #4 (j~l):
The joint spaces in many slices of the hip joint are completely disappeared or the acetabalum is very irregular.
set ranges from 85 to 217. The resolution of every slice image is 512×512. According to literature [16] , these CT data-sets are grouped as follows: Group #1: The acetabulum and the femoral head in the hip are well separated from each other, the distribution of bone intensity throughout the hip is even, and the gray level of bone tissues is considerably higher than that of the surrounding tissues. In Figures 1(a) -1(c) three typical slices of this group are shown.
Group #2: The joint space is narrow in several slices of each data-set, i.e. the acetabulum and the femoral head are close to each other, both cortical and spongy bone tissues have higher image intensity than their surrounding tissues. In Figures 1(d)-1(f) three typical slices of this group are shown.
Group #3: The acetabulum and the femoral head are adjacent physically, the shape of the femoral head seems to be irregular due to the pathology and malformation of the pelvis and the femur, and the bone tissues in different parts of the acetabulum and the femoral head are not uniformly distributed. In Figures 1(g)-1(i) three typical slices of this group are shown.
Group #4: The joint spaces in many slices of the hip joint completely disappear or there are breakages in the hip bones due to the severity of a bone disease, malformation or damnification. In Figures 1(j)-1(l) three typical slices of this group are shown.
Edge point detection
Edge detection always is paid enough attention to in segmentation of hip joints [4, 7, [16] [17] [18] because edge points are the basic tool to separate different tissues. Cheng et al.'s [8] combination of valleyemphasized images (V-E image) and the Bayes decision rules can be also considered as an edge detection method because it can binarize the bone tissue and non-bone tissues in CT images. For convenience, it is called as valley-Bayes (V-B) detector whose working flow is shown in Figure 2 . Note that the image obtained by the detector is a binary image and is called the valley-Bayes (V-B) image in this paper. Figure 3 gives a V-B image.
Because the V-B detector can obtain more accurate edge points than other edge detectors for hip joints [8] , it is used in this paper. However, the surface of acetabulum can not be obtained only by the V-B detector because there are many holes, gaps and noises (see Figures 3(b) and 4(b)). Cheng et al. avoid the disadvantage by filling holes and removing noise regions. The drawback of the repairing method is that sizes of the filling diamond and noise region have to be manually given, which largely effects the accuracy of the segmentation. Furthermore, the method also can't assure that these holes are close. See Figure 1(d) , there are also probably bone fragments and serious malformations. In these cases, to fill holes is probably a dilemma. So, tasks to fill holes and remove noises should be avoided. The work of this paper is to separate acetabulums and femurs using surfacing fitting method in order to avoid such tasks.
Normal vector computation
Our surfacing fitting method has to use normal vectors of edge points. We use the follwing method to compute normal vectors for edge points in the V-B image: Since the V-B image is a binary image, it is not necessary to use a Gauss smoothness process for the image to compute normal vectors. Figure 4 gives the example to compute normal-vectors. 
Optimum surface fitting for acetabulum
Zoroof et al. [16] give a rough ellipsoid fitting method for the femur head. Its assumptions are as following:
1. the center of the femur is on the slice(called the main slice) on which the top of the greater trochanter is, as shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). For convenience, denote the slice as ɉ o ; 2. pixels respectively in the femur and the acetabulum in the slice should be separated, as shown in Figure 5 (c); 3. for the convex-hull formed by pixels in the femur, it has a center. Link the center and the top of the greater trochanter and form a line segment. The middle point of the line segment should be about the boundary of the femur head, as shown in Figure 5 (d); 4. the shape of the contour of the femur head is close to a circle, denote it as ī; 5. the 3D shape of the femur head can be approximately described by an ellipsoid whose equation is Eq. (1) in this paper.
6. in Eq. (1), the value of a is set as the radius of the circle ī. the value of 2b is set as the sum of all distances between every two slices. All these referred slices contain the femur head. . An example that the femur and hip bone are connective in the main slice no matter how we enhance and heuristically segment the image. In this case, the method in Figure 7 can't be used to determine the center of the femur head. (a) the original image of the main slice; (b) The V-B image; (c) fitting circle using picked points.
In fact, the above assumption (ii) is not correct for ɉ o in some cases, especially in Group #3 and Group #4, because pixels in the femur head and the acetabulum are always connected in some cases no matter how we enhance the image in the slice, as shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). Consequently, instead of using the assumption (ii) and (iii), we pick several points of the acetabulum in the slice ɉ o since the slice has to be manually located, as shown in Figure 6 (c). These picked points are used to fit a circle. By using other assumptions, an ellipsoid S 0 can be obtained. However, S 0 is not an accurate ellipsoid because of the following two facts:
1. The ellipsoid only uses lengths of two axes. That is, the degree of freedom of the ellipsoid is low. 2. methods to evaluate ellipsoid center and lengths of two axes are rough: the center is manually evaluated; the circle is fitted by picked points. Consequently, we improve the accuracy of the ellipse S 0 using an iterative process. S 0 is the starting quadric surface of the iterative process. In sub-section 2.2 and sub-section 2.3, an edge point set E and their normal vectors are obtained. Assume that a point set P 0 can be obtained from E using S 0 . Using P 0 and a fitting method, a surface S 1 can be obtained. A point set P i can be obtained from E using S i . So, an iterative process appears as shown in Figure 7 .
In our implementation, the fitting error is investigated. When the fitting error doesn't decrease, the iterative process stops. Now we give the reason that the iterative process in Figure 7 is reasonable. Note that Zoroof et al. gives a method to capture edge points of femur heads according to a rough contour. The method is also an iterative process based on the minimum distance matching principle after the image is binarized. It investigates the section curves of S 0 in every slice and calls them as the rough boundaries. A point in a rough boundary is called a boundary point. The process to refine a rough boundary can be generalized as following:
Step 1. Smooth the rough boundry (Simplified as "Smooth");
Step 2. Compute the normal line for every boundary (Simplified as "Normal");
Step 3. Adjust a circle around the boundary point (Simplified as "Mask");
Step 4. Find the minimum and maximum gray values image inside the circular mask;
Step 5. Binarize the gray image for a range of thresholds based on the above minimum and maximum values.
Step 6. Find the optimum threshold value by calculating the variances of bone tissue regions and non-bone tissue regions from the image pixels and then by selecting a threshold value that minimizes the total variances.
Step 7. Replace the current boundary value with the closest bone tissue point (Simplified as "Capture");
Step 8. Go to Step 1 if the number of desired iterations is not satisfactory, otherwise stop (Simplified as "Result"). Investigate the above steps 4-6. The 3 steps form a local binarization technique. The aim is to recognize bone tissues as accurate as possible. Because the Bayes rule (see subsection 2.2) is a more accurate technique to recognize bone tissues around boundaries of bones and the V-B image has been used in this paper, steps 4-6 can be left out for the refine process. So, the process can be simplified as the flow in Figure 8 (a).
If consider that "compute normal line" is necessary, it can be unwritten in the flow in the Figure  8 (a). Because steps 4-6 have been left out, the function of the mask is only to give the search range, which can be replaced by setting a distance parameter į. So, the "Mask" can be unwritten. Consequently, the flow in Figure 8 (a) can be simplified as the flow in Figure 8(b) . Assume that the curve obtained by linking captured points and the smooth step be C i . The captured point set is P i . The flow in Figure 8 (b) can be rewritten as the form in Figure 8 (c). According to Figures 7 and 8(c) , it can be found that the two flows are almost same. However, there is a large difference between our process and Zoroof et al.'s process: Zoroof et al. enlarges the flexibility of the rough boundary to infinity and the infinite flexibility curve is used in every iterative step, which is an important cause to capture error edge points. In our process, we enlarge flexibility from two-freedom to multi-freedom. The advantage to use flexibility-fixed surfaces in the iterative phase is that the fitted surfaces in next iterative step will go away these error points instead of interpolating them when error captured points appear. Another important difference between our process and Zoroof et al.'s process is that Zoroof et al. capture edge points only using a distance match(see "capture" step in Zoroof et al.' process) while we use the distance match and the normal match, which will be discussed in subdection 2.8.
Fitting acetabulum using quadric surfaces
Assume that there have already been some points of the acetabulum. Fitting methods for acetabulum (or femur head) have been researched in some literatures. The roughest method is the sphere fitting [17] . Peng et al. [15] and Zoroof et al. [16] report that a two-freedom ellipsoid denoted by Eq. (1) is acceptable. Though the ellipsoid fitting method has a good fitting accuracy [16] , it is not reasonable to consider that the axes of the ellipsoid are parallel to coordinate axes, which is noticed by Hu et al. [23] . They take the following ellipsoid: 
By using rotation parameters and rotation matrices, they make axes of ellipsoid be able to be in arbitrary direction. These parameters are solved by a non-linear optimization model. The method is strict. However, to solve the optimization model is time-consuming. Furthermore, the process of solution is probably diverging [24] . We design two-phase method to compute the ellipsoid: (1) fit the acetabulum by using a sphere; (2) fix the center and fit surface by using the following equation:
In our implementation, we translate the sphere center to the origin of coordinates. In this case, Eq. (3) is rewritten as follows:
For convenience, we give the following concepts by using Eq. (4): − two DOF(degree of freedom) fitting: A=B, D=E=F=0, which is equivalent to Eq. (1) − three DOF fitting: D=E=F=0, which is equivalent to Eq. (2) − multi-DOF fitting: A,B,C,D,E,F,J are arbitrary, which is equivalent to the method in [23] . Our computation can be converted into a least square computation. A comparison between different fitting methods is shown in Figure 9 .
Acetabulum fringe plane determination
In the iterative process in Figure 7 , we have to collect matched edge points for iterative surfaces. However, an ellipsoid is close, which results in edges points in femur heads is collected. In order to avoid such a disadvantage, we construct the fringe plane Ȉ for acetabulum. According the anatomy structure of the acetabulum, there should be an acetabulum axis and an acetabulum center (see Figure  10 ). So, a plane Ȉ can be determined by the axis and the center. All points (form the set P) in the acetabulum should be on a side of the plane Ȉ because the acetabulum is on a side of the plane Ȉ and P is a point set in the acetabulum. The side is called as the Ȉ positive side. Another side is called the Ȉ negative side. According to anatomy properties of the acetabulum, the angle (inclination angle) between the projection of the acetabulum axis on the sagittal plane and the z coordinate axis is the about 45 degree. The angle (anteversion angle) between the acetabulum axis and the sagittal plane is about 15 degree, as shown in Figure 10 . According to Figure 10 , for left acetabulum, the angle between the acetabulum axis and x axis is 75 degree; for right acetabulum, the angle between the acetabulum axis and x axis is 135 degree. So, an acetabulum axis direction can be expressed as:
When the iterative process in the sub-section 2.4 ends, we assume that the optimization surface capture a point set P. So, an optimization model can be obtained:
Where p i P and n is expressed by Eq. (5), o is the sphere center of in the two-step fitting method. Using the optimization model, an accurate acetabulum axis direction can be obtained. Using the last iteration ellipsoid and the direction, the last capturing points can be obtained
Edge point capture
For a set of CT images, the slice spacing is usually larger than the pixel spacing, which probably results in un-connection of pixels of acetabulum in two adjacent slices. So, our method automatically captures points slice by slice. For the k-th slice, we can know that an ellipse that is an intersection curve between the fitting ellipsoid and the slice; a line that is an intersection line curve between the acetabulum fringe plane and the slice; a center that is the projection of the ellipsoid center to the slice; a directed line which is the projection of the ellipsoid axis to the slice, as shown in Figure 11 (a). Using this information, we can obtain a semi-ellipse and its normal vectors, as shown in Figure 11(b) . The semi-ellipse is called as the rough contour. Since the normal vectors and edge points have been computed, we give two conditions to make the curve capture edge points. Firstly assume that p is an edge point and q is the closest point in the semi-ellipse to the point, give the following two conditions: (1) |pq| į (2) n p n q ı For convenience, the above two conditions are called as the initial matching conditions that are respectively called as the distance matching condition and the normal-vector matching condition. When the initial matching conditions can be satisfied, we call that p can be captured by the semi-ellipse. So, it can be captured by the iterative ellipsoid. The edge point p is called is a captured point of q. The above two conditions are uniformly called capturing conditions. į is a distance threshold value. According to Zoroof et al.'s statistics data, the maximum space between the acetabulums and the femur heads is d=8*0.68. It is an anatomy statistics datum. Assume that the used pixel space is s, the į is set as:
For a set of CT images, s is a constant in any slice. d can use the given value (8*0.68) and also be set by an experienced user. ı is an angle cosine parameter. In our implementation, it is set 0. q and its captured points is shown in Figure 11 (c). Using the capturing method, a set P can be obtained. Obviously, there are some incorrectly recognized points in P. There are also some acetabulum edge points that are unrecognized (see Figure 12(a) ). Now we have to remove these incorrectly recognized points and complement these unrecognized points. The task is completed by an optimum region selection method. That is, when a normal line of a point of the rough contour intersects several regions, the largest region is retained and smaller regions are removed. The principles of the method are: (1) a point in the acetabulum has a unique matched point in the rough contour along the normal line; (2) regions formed the largest regions and other regions are fragmentary regions about the rough contour. (3) there are usually a path between two edge points of the acetabulum. Any point in the path is an edge point of the acetabulum. Based on the three principles, we use the following process to obtain points of the acetabulum:
(1) Use a region growth method to partition the set P, as shown in Figure 12 (b). So it is clear that which regions are fragmentary regions and which regions are large regions. The step is designed according to the second principle. Assume that the region set be:
Every region has only a pixel width (see Figures 12(a) and 12(b) ). That is, a region is a dicrete curve. So, a region R i has at least an end point. If a region has only an edge point, it has only an end point. Otherwise, a region has two edge points. A region end point is denoted as p i,s , i is the region index and s(equal to 1 or 2) is the end point index.
(2) Unite fragmentary regions as best as we can lest regions in the acetabulum are incorrectly removed as fragmentary regions. We collect end pairs that form a set:
Eq. (7) shows two end points in an end pair are not in the same region. For any end pair (p i,s , p j,t ) and let
we use a graph-based searching process to search paths in Ê. Note that every point in Ê has a normal vector that is inherited from E. A reasonable path ī should satisfy the following conditions: − Assume that p i,s and p j,t are respectively captured points of q i,s and q j,t . The arc length of the ellipse between q i,s and q j,t is L. The path between p i,s and p j,t should not larger than cL, where c is the enlarging coefficient. In our implement, c is set as 1.2. − Assume that p 1 , p 2 be two points in the path ī. Referring to properties of the circle, if the angle between op 1 and op 2 is less than 90, the angle between n p1 and n p2 is less than 90 degree. In our application, we consider that the angle between n p1 and n p2 is less than 90 if the angle between op 1 and op 2 is less than 45 degree because of inaccuracy of evaluated normal vectors. If there are several reasonable paths, we select the path with the minimum length. After uniting fragmentary regions, obtained region are shown in Figure 12 (c). After the region uniting process, we denote the new region set as:
Rǯ={ Rǯ 1 ,͐,Rǯ k } (3) For any point in Rǯ j (j=1,͐,k), assume that it be the captured point of q. If the normal line of q intersects several regions, the largest region is retained and smaller regions are removed from Rǯ. After smaller regions are removed, the points in retained regions are captured points by the rough contour. After the last iteration step end, captured points form the refined contour (see Figure 12(d) ).
It should be pointed out that every captured point can be parameterized on the semi-ellipse according to our captured method. So, these captured points can be sorted according to their parameter. By linking these sorted points, an acetabulum contour forms.
Results and analysis
Our segmentation method is integrated into our developed system DataSet that is a CT image processing system. When data in this section are tested, the system is running in a PC with 3.40 GHz Intel processor and 1.95 G RAM.
Acetabulum fitting analysis
Select 20 hip joints respectively from 4 groups (see Section 2.1) and fit acetabulum surface using methods in Section 2.5. These fitted points are interactively picked in the interface of our developed system DataSet. In a comparison case, different fitting methods use the same picked points. The aim of such experiments is to test the effectiveness of our multi-DOF method. Table 1 compares fitting errors for several fitting methods. The fitting error is computed using the following equation:
Where, S is the fitting surface, p i is the fitted point, d(S, p i ) is the Euclidian distance between S and p i . From Table 1 , we can find that fitting errors become less from sphere fitting to multi-DOF fitting. For any fitting method, fitting errors become larger from Group #1 to Group #4, which shows Group #4 probably has lower segmentation success rate. Figure 13 gives a comparison for different fitting methods in an example. In the Figure 13 , it can be found that there are large differences between sphere fitting and two-DOF fitting, between 3-DOF fitting and multi-DOF fitting. However, there seems be small difference between 2-DOF fitting and 3-DOF fitting. Such a comparison is the cause that we select the multi-DOF fitting.
Iterative process analysis
Our automatic segmentation method needs an initial ellipsiod. Using the initial iterative ellipsoid, our method can segment the acetabulum without manual interventions. The initial ellipsoid is obtained by two interactions and an evaluated parameter: (1) select the main slice on which the center of the acetabulum is; (2) pick several acetabulum points on the main slice. The evaluated parameter is the number of slices containing the acetabulum. Since these parameters are obtained by interactions and evaluations, the accuracy of the ellipsoid is low. Our iterative processes improve the accuracy for the ellipsoid. Figure 14 gives a contour-changing sequence in a slice for the ellipsoid iterative process. Figure 15 gives the relation curves between captures point number and iteration step number, between errors and iteration step number. 
Consuming time analysis
Assume that our comparisons start from the V-B image for which a boundary point re-collection process is used. We use such a process only because it is a necessary step for Cheng et al.' work [8] . See Figure 16 . A 6-voxel neighborhood structure is used for a voxel of the bone tissue (black). If there is a non-bone tissue voxel among 6 adjacent pixels, the voxel (black) is a boundary point of the bone tissue. Table 2 gives a consuming time statistics to separate the acetabulum. From Table 2 , the procedure to capture edge points consumes most of the time because every edge point is investigated whether a point is captured by the previous ellipsoid and region growth methods have to be repeatedly used. From Table 3 , it can be found that the time consume focuses on repairing holes and removing noises because region growth methods have to be repeatedly used to recognize hole regions and noise regions. The cause that our method has smaller time consume is that our region growths are implemented only in edge points while Cheng's region growths [8] are implemented in whole images or interest regions.
The most difficulty to fill holes and remove noises is that there is no a standard that how large a noise region is and how large the gap of an open hole is, which is a root that Cheng's method fail or has segmentation error(see Figures 3(b) , 4(b) , 6(b) and 14).
Resulting contour analysis
In order to be convenient for comparison, we use Zoroofi et al.'s evaluation method as following [8, 16] If (SUCCESS>90%) and (ERROR<10%), segmentation performance is good. If (SUCCESS>70%) and (ERROR<30%), segmentation performance is moderate. Otherwise segmentation performance is poor. Table 4 gives the evaluation data for our method. In Table 4 , cases in Group #1 have a high accuracy ratiothe cause for this is that joint spaces in these cases are large. Cases in Group #2 and Group #3 also have high accuracy ratios and their accuracy ratios are close, the cause for this is that joint spaces in these cases always exist. In Group #3, only femur heads have lesion whereas acetabulums don't. Cases in Group #4 have a low accuracy ratio, the cause for this is that acetabulums have severe malformation. Furthermore, in some slices, joint spaces disappear. Figure 17 gives 4 examples respectively from 4 groups to show segmented acetabulums. In group#1~ group#4, it can be found that some parts of green contours are warded off by surfaces. These warded green parts are usually moderate pixels. They correspond to missed bone tissues. In group#3 and group#4, there are some slices in which contour can't be recognized. 
Discussion
As shown in Table 4 , the algorithm in this paper is effective to achieve the result from being moderate to good in in 97.7% (78.1+19.6), 97.3% (72.6+24.7) and 92.1% (65.3+26.8) of cases in Group #1, Group #2 and Group #3, respectively. Such a high right ratio makes our algorithm have a high success ratio to segment cases from Group #1 to Group #3. Generally, to accurately segment every slice is difficult even for cases in Group #1 because there are probably several slices in which joint spaces are blurry, which is shown in Table 4 (the poor ratio is 2.3% for Group#1). As shown by experiments, our method has a high accuracy degree even for acetabulums with severe malformation. In Table 5 , the effective ratio is 70.8 % (50.1+20.7). In Table 6 , the contour error ratio is 29.2%. That is, most extracted contours are available.
Compared with similar methods, the accuracy of our method is largely improved, error ratios 21%, 24%, 26% , 12.8% and 10.5% respectively for the method in [8, 16, 21, 25] and in this paper (see Table  4 ), which is due to the following three reasons: (1) the quadric surface fitting method has higher fitting accuracy than other shape estimating methods(see Table 1 ); (2) normal vectors are used as matching information while the information is not used by other methods; (3) our optimum region selection method is actually an intelligentized method to remove noises and fill holes. The method can accurately capture points (see subsection 2.7).
Our method is actually a heuristic method using an ellipsoid as the prior knowledge. There are also other methods using the previous contours as the prior knowledge (also called as heuristic contours) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 26, 27] . However, error diffusion makes them suffer from two disadvantages: (1) low automation degree due to low extracted contour accuracy. Djemal et al. [10] reports their method could automatically manage several slices. Liu et al. [27] suggests a hybrid seed contour strategy, e.g., after five slices, users interactively construct the seed contours [27] . (2) manual supervision and modification are necessary in the process of contour extraction. Compared with those methods using the previous contours as the prior knowledge, our method is unsupervised. Since our point-capturing method can accurately capture points according to heuristic contours, it is helpful to consider a combination for our point-capturing method and other heuristic methods.
It has to pointed out that only to use binarized images, such as V-B images, threshold segmentation images, region growth images, isn't enough to obtain boundaries(or called as extract contours) of interesting tissues because such binarized images are obtained using the local information, which makes interesting tissue regions have gaps or are connected with other regions. Cheng et al. [8] can use V-B images extract contours because they try to fill gaps using hole-filling methods and try to separate interesting tissue regions from other tissues using a 6-connnected 3D structure(see Figure 16 ). Heuristic contours (ellipses, previous contours) are the global information and they can remove disturbances of incorrect local information. So, our work is to make the segmentation process independent of holefilling, noise-removing and region-separating methods. These methods usually need parameters that are manually set.
Conclusion
This paper presents an effective algorithm to automatically segment acetabulums from hip joints based on V-B images. The algorithm is programmed and integrated into our developed CT image processing system DataSet. 40 sets of in vivo CT data of actual patients (79 hip joints) are used to evaluate the algorithm. Based on several anatomical and imaging criteria, these groups are classified into 4 groups. Operator-based quantifications are performed to evaluate our algorithm. Experiments show that our algorithm has the highest accuracy ratio: contour pixel accuracy ratio is larger than 90% for Group#1~ Group#3, larger than 70% for Group#4. Compared with existing methods, the accuracy of extracted contours is largely improved. Cases in Group#4 have high error ratio, for which important reasons are that joint spaces disappear in CT images.
Automatic segmentation of hip joints is a challenging work that can be used as reference to segment other joints. This paper only separates the acetabulums from hip joints. Our future work will combine other heuristic contours and our point-capturing method and present a robust algorithm independent of hole-filling, noise-removing and region-separating methods to obtain contours for all hip bones and femurs.
